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Consumer Goods brands face the unique challenge of 

having their products sold across the shelves and online 

sites of numerous retailers, creating the difficult task of 

piecing together the customer journey. This challenge 

combined with the inability to measure an individual 

consumer’s value and understand their behavior, places 

a significant barrier for brands to overcome in order to 

build direct customer relationships.

The SessionM Solution 

With SessionM, brands can collect a wealth of first-party data 

and activate it across channels to recognize, reward, and 

retain individual customers.

Nurture and Reward In-Direct Channel Shoppers 

Direct customer relationships are difficult to establish since 

goods are often sold through separate retailers. With the 

SessionM Platform, Consumer Goods brands can gather 

real-time first party data from their owned channels, such as 

e-commerce and in-store POS. Additionally, transactional data 

from purchases made through 3rd party channels can be 

unlocked using attribution avenues such as receipt capture 

and promo codes. Armed with actionable customer data, 

brands can tailor engagements using a variety of  hyper-

personalized messaging options.

Today’s Consumer 
Goods brands face a 
unique challenge 
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Build Creative Loyalty Programs

Loyalty programs are the best way to establish a direct 

relationship with a consumer and for making an unknown 

customer known. The flexibility of the SessionM Platform 

supports program constructs from simplistic to complex, 

and leverages the data created to deliver personalized 

experiences at each step of the customer journey. 

Utilize a tiering strategy to elevate spend levels with 

the promise of more exclusive rewards and benefits; 

enable members to accrue points and use them to 

purchase various offers, products, or experiences in a 

digital reward store; or create exciting challenges that 

drive more frequent and larger purchases. Brands can 

even build unpublished rewards programs that deliver 

surprise and delight perks to customers for completing 

specific milestones. With SessionM, brands are equipped 

with a dizzying array of capabilities for creating loyalty 

experiences that capture new customers, increase their 

engagement levels, and drive incremental spend.

Purchase Attribution Channels:
• Receipt Scanning - Allow consumers to 

scan a receipt and be rewarded with points 

or offers for the product they purchase at   

any store. 

• Promo Codes - Provide consumers with 

certain promo codes to drive different 

purchase behaviors. Append data to 

the customer profile when the promo is 

redeemed to use in subsequent marketing 

campaigns.

Proven Results
• For a well known consumer goods brand, 

third party analysis found that Year 1 ROI 

was 3.4X, equating to nearly $9MM in 

incremental profits.

• ‘Test and learn’ campaigns have driven 

sustained behavior changes and up to  

10x ROI.

• 96% of survey-responding members 

would recommend this SessionM-powered 

program to a friend. 

Year 1 ROI   
was 3.4X,
equating to nearly $9 MM 
in incremental profits.
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Understand Omnichannel Customer 
Behavior

SessionM collects, unifies, and surfaces customer data from 

a number of important transactional and behavioral streams, 

such as attribution channels, ecommerce platforms, third party 

marketing platforms and more to create holistic customer 

profiles. These profiles are enriched with predictive and 

historical metrics for each individual, and can be leveraged for 

analysis, segmentation, or as a customer service record. 

Profiles dynamically update as customers take action, 

triggering subsequent events within the profile in real time. 

For example, when a customer makes a purchase their 

transactional information will flow into the Platform, which 

can cause the customer’s loyalty tier status to change, 

the triggering of a promotional campaign, or delivery of a 

personalized message.

Types of Data:

• Declared - Declared profile attributes are values 

provided directly by the user, commonly collected 

at the time of registration or as part of surveys

• E.g. Name, address, age, gender, etc.

  

• Observed - Observed profile attributes are the 

outcomes from events that have been streamed 

into the SessionM Platform and have been 

converted into either tags and/or profile attributes 

• E.g. Purchased x item, spent x amount,  

inactive for last x amount of days

• Calculated - Calculated data has two flavors: 

aggregations and machine learning calculations 

• Aggregations are counts and pre-defined 

calculations 

• Machine learning allows for predictions   

based on historical user interactions 

• E.g. Customer lifetime value, risk of 

churn, product/offer affinity scores and 

recommendations
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Drive High Value Behaviors with 
Targeted Campaigns and Offers

Encourage customers to perform specific, high-value 

behaviors using targeted campaigns and offers. The 

SessionM Platform enables clients to build rich segments of 

customers using demographic and behavioral data as well 

as predictive metrics such as customer lifetime value and 

risk of churn. These segments can be used to fuel different 

campaign tactics at each step of the customer lifecycle. For 

example, message customers displaying a high propensity 

to churn to entice them to make a purchase, or thank 

customers who spent over a certain threshold in the last 30 

days with a personalized message. 

A wide variety of offers can be created within the SessionM 

Platform, such “Buy X, Get Y”, percent check discount, or 

free shipping. Motivate customer action by applying an offer 

as a reward for completing certain behaviors. 

Native capabilities or seamless integrations with best-in-class 

mobile marketing platforms, email service providers, and other 

technology solutions provides SessionM with the ability to 

orchestrate consistent, personalized experiences for each 

customer across all channels.

“SessionM’s loyalty platform is packed with 

loyalty management and marketing capabilities. 

Clients like the platform’s dynamic audience 

capability for segmentation, and one reference 

said they “Love SessionM’s thinking and the 

platform’s ability to encourage specific behaviors 

from their customers.”

The Forrester Wave: Loyalty Technology 
Platforms (April 2019)
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Trust a Solution Engineered for  
Data Privacy

SessionM is engineered to provide Consumer Goods 

companies across the globe with the tools needed to be 

data compliant. The platform was purpose-built to handle 

all customer requests under the General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR) and California Consumer Privacy Act 

(CCPA). SessionM gives Consumer Goods brands the ability to:

• Send the customer a copy of all personal data in a   

.csv file

• Pause all activity in loyalty or other marketing  

programs. Additionally, an account can be reinstated 

to enable participation in loyalty or other marketing 

programs

• Permanently forget an account and its associated data 

Strategic Integrations & Partnerships 
for Consumer Goods Brands:

Consumer Goods Use Cases

For a prestigious beauty brand…

• SessionM powers a tiered loyalty program 

to motivate customer spend and advocacy 

through personalized and engaging rewards. 

SessionM integrates with the brand’s receipt 

processing system to recognize product 

purchases from third-party companies and tie 

them back to the customer profile for more 

impactful marketing campaigns. 

For a direct-to-consumer hair coloring brand…

• SessionM is the only loyalty platform suitable 

for supporting this brand’s unique commission 

structure for paying colorists based on their 

consultations and the resulting customer 

purchases, while simultaneously providing 

loyalty marketing automation. 

For a beverage and snack company...

• SessionM tracks purchases made on eligible 

items and rewards each member once they’ve 

earned a certain amount of program currency. 

SessionM collects, unifies, and activates the 

brand’s customer data giving them the ability to 

direct customers down the desired path based 

on customer behavior or lack of behavior. 

For a famous diaper brand…

• SessionM modernized their rewards program, 

allowing customers to collect points and submit 

orders within a new app. With receipt capture 

functionality, customers can simply upload a 

photo of their receipt in the app to earn points. 

Using the SessionM Platform, the brand can 

segment and execute real-time, targeted 

campaigns based off of previous behaviors.


